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Why Use All-Natural, Non-Toxic Fly Traps?
Many people are uncomfortable with the idea of having poisonous pesticides just "hanging around" their homes, especially
where pets and children are present. Fortunately the pest control industry has heard and responded to the people's demand
for all-natural control products. These natural fly traps are an environmentally-safe, completely non-toxic and child/pet friendly
alternative to the traditional chemical fly traps, without sacrificing effectiveness.

1) Advantage Fly Trap

Description. While other fly traps lure flies only within 10 feet, the patented design of Advantage Fly Trap enables it to
lure nuisance flies from over 30 feet away with its all natural, non-toxic "fly banquet" attractant. 

Use. Outdoor, sunny areas wherever flies are a problem.

Special Product Features: 

Environmentally safe formula contains NO chemicals
Easy to use
Permanent unit includes disposable liners, making clean up a cinch!
Proven effective

 

2) Natural Catch Plus Fruit Fly Trap 
Description & Use. Natural Catch Plus Fruit Fly Traps lure fruit flies to their death using an all-natural vinegar based
attractant. Simply puncture the top of Natural Catch Plus fruit fly trap with a ball point pen and place it on countertops, in
fruit or baked good displays, or wherever pesky fruit flies are a problem. For best results, replace Natural Catch Plus fruit
fly traps every 30 days.

Special Product Features:

Environmentally safe formula contains NO chemicals
Ready To Use- can be placed right in the center of your fruit bowl!
Guaranteed to reduce fruit fly populations 70 to 80 percent or more.
Low- maintenance

3) Catchmaster Gold Stick Fly Traps 
Description & Use. Catchmaster Gold Sticks are long tubes with a sticky glue and fly pheromone attractant for capturing
and killing house flies and other nuisance flies. Perfect for use on window sills or hung vertically in areas of fly activity.
May also be used in garages, homes, offices, barns and stables, dumpsters and more 

Special Product Features:

Environmentally safe formula contains NO chemicals.
Patented "clean access" perforated box is easy to use and handle.

View our entire line of Fly Control products, including fly bait, fly traps, and fly lights.
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